Field Tracker

Streamlined Management
Software

What Is Field Tracker?
Field Tracker is a powerful and invaluable tool for virtually
any industry where equipment maintenance and safety
procedures are performed. It is composed of:

Field Tracker Mobile
A mobile application that
allows users to view and
submit procedures online.

Field Tracker Manager
A powerful desktop application
that allows supervisors to
manage and create report
data collected with Field
Tracker Mobile.
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Procedures such as preventive
maintenance tasks and preoperational,l,
start-up, shutdown, and routine
inspections are launched by the
operator, who performs all steps and
verifies completion of each directly
on the mobile device.

Report Issues
If problems are found, operators can quickly
kl report issues using a ddropdown
d
selection of components and faults that pertain to the specific step, limiting the
chance for errors. They can also attach photos and videos taken directly with
the device as well as provide their own comments.
Each issue is given a priority, and those marked as high priority automatically
trigger an e-mail sent to the assigned supervisor so that they can be resolved
quickly instead of sitting idly in a stack of papers.

Field Tracker Manager
Data Management
View, edit, import, and export data that
appears in Field Tracker Mobile, including
user information, checklist tasks, and
procedures. Create groups to associate
data items with each other and assign
supervisors. For each procedure step,
specify the components, faults, and measurements for operators to indicate,
or simply allow them to select from all available items in the database.

Supervisor Dashboard
This window gives supervisors an at-a-glance
overview of all submitted procedures. They
can apply display filters, view reported issues,
photos, videos, and other submitted information
and approve or reject items.

Data Queries and Results
Perform research and create filtered reports
using any data in the system, be it for a
specific operator, group of users under a
given supervisor, or all users.
When interfaced with Performance Manager,
our robust CMMS application (provided
separately), this data can be seamlessly integrated into requests for proposals and work orders.
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Support and Updates
Full technical
technic support for Field Tracker is
offered via e-mail, web session, phone or
conference call, or on-site visits as needed.
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Hardware and Security
Don’t have mobile devices for your
operators? No problem. We can provide
as many tablets as you need with Field
Tracker Mobile preinstalled and, if
desired, maximum security settings to
prevent usage of other applications
on the devices. Each tablet is equipped
with heavy-duty protective exteriors
to hold up in even the most rugged
conditions.

Are you ready to take your operation to the next level? Don’t wait another moment;
ment;
ent;
contact us for a free demo of Field Tracker today!
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Android or Windows tablet
2 GB of RAM
16 GB of hard drive storage

Field Tracker Manager
Windows 7 or greater
2 GB of RAM
40 GB of hard drive storage
Adobe Acrobat for help documentation
Microsoft Word and Excel for creating reports

